5 / 8 Days Beijing Chic Tour
Great Wall of China  Tiananmen Square  Imperial Palace
Language Available: Mandarin

5 Days Tour (Daily Departure)

CODE: 5DPEK198T 398S

Day 1: Arrival at Beijing
Upon arrival in Beijing Capital International Airport, meet and greet by our friendly guide. Rest of the day
will be free at leisure, you can rest and relax at your hotel.
Day 2: Beijing (Breakfast/Lunch/Dinner)
Today, we will start out tour by visiting the Tian’anmen Square, which is the largest plaza with great
cultural significance. Outlook the Chinese National Grand Theater, before heading to the Forbidden City.
Founded in 1406, it is the palace of the two dynasties of Ming and Qing Dynasties. It has a history of
more than 500 years. It covers an area of 72 hectares, there are more than 9000 kinds of palace, and is
the world’s largest and best preserved palace. In the two dynasties of Ming and Qing Dynasty, there were
24 emperors who lived in it. Next, proceed to appreciate the Kung Fu Panda Show, and taste Pu’er Tea.
Day 3: Beijing (Breakfast/Lunch/Dinner)
After breakfast, go to the world’s longest defensive wall – The Great Wall. The Great Wall was built in
seventh Century BC, Shanhaiguan East, West Jiayuguan. It is the World’s most spectacular man-made
project, one of the greatest project is a space overlooking the earth only on the Great Wall, the distance,
undulating hills, panoramic view. Then visit the Olympic Park and view the exterior of the Bird’s Nest and
Water Cube. Then visit China’s Signature Tongrentang to understand more about Chinese Medicine
Culture. After dinner, visit Chang’an Avenue.
Day 4: Beijing (Breakfast/Lunch/Dinner)
This morning, we will head to the Temple of Heaven. It is built in 1420, between the two generations of
the Ming and Qing Dynasties. Standing in the center of the mound, no matter which direction you speak,
you can hear a very loud response. Finally visit the Silk Exhibition Center. After that, visit the world’s most
extensive imperial garden – the Summer Palace, with a total area of 290 hectares of classical gardens. In
the afternoon, tour Shichahai, along the coast with a lot of celebrity residence. After that, proceed for
Tricycle Hutong Tour and enjoy a free foot Massage.
Day 5: Depart from Beijing (Breakfast)
After breakfast, free and easy at leisure before you transfer to the airport to catch your flight back to Singapore.

8 Days Tour (Daily Departure)
(Day 1 – 4 itinerary follows as 5 Days Tour)

CODE: 8DPEK218T 448S

Tian’anmen Square

The Great Wall

Beijing Olympic Theatre

Day 5: Beijing – Chengde (Breakfast/Lunch/Dinner)
After breakfast, drive to Chengde Mountain Resort, the Qing emperor’s summer Resort. After Lunch,
tour via car to visit the Small Potala Palace, the eighth largest temple in Chengde which was built in 1771
to celebrate his 60th birthday and his mother empress 80th birthday. The last stop for the day will be
Clappers Hill.
**Note: From June to August, due to excessive summer tourists in Chengde, accommodation will not be
arranged in Chengde, return back to Beijing Accommodation.
Day 6: Chengde – Tianjin – Beijing (Breakfast/Lunch/Dinner)
After breakfast, we will proceed to Tianjin. We will visit the Italian Street in Tianjin for a unique
experience with the streets designed in Italian Style. After that, continue to Tianjin Food Street and
Cultural Street. For lunch, we will be having Tianjin’s famous Goubuli Buns before heading back to Beijing.

Chengde Mountain Resort

Day 7: Beijing (Breakfast/Lunch/Dinner)
After breakfast, proceed to Qian Men Street and enjoy shopping on your own. Continue to The Place, a
mall with international brands and various shops and restaurant. The highlight of The Place will be the
LED screen mounted on the roof, which is the longest in Asia. We will then head to Wangfujing Street,
which is designed with creativity and innovation, a fusion between the Ancient Beijing Traditional
Architectural features and the modern pop culture. You can also enjoy local snacks here.
Qian Men Street
Day 8: Depart from Beijing (Breakfast)
After breakfast, free and easy at leisure before you transfer to the airport to catch your flight back to Singapore.

5/8 Days Shopping Stops: Jade/Reflexology/Silk/Medicine/Pearls/Tea
Tour includes: Kungfu Show or Acrobatic Performance/Chang’An Avenue/Tricycle Hutong Tour (5Days)
Mountain Resort/The Palace (8 Days) No additional fees for compulsory tour.

Terms and conditions:
-

Due to unforeseen circumstances, the sequence of the hotel/itinerary is subject to changes with/without prior notice.
It is compulsory to tip your guide and driver to show your appreciation. RMB50 per pax per day. PAYABLE BEFORE DEPARTURE
No deviation is allowed. For deviation, deviation fee of $100 per person per day will be charged.
Quotation based on Singaporeean Chinese Passport holder. Prices not applicable for child. Additional charge of $99 (CNB) and $170
(CWB) applies for 5 Days Tour. Additional charge of $99(CNB) and $190 (CWB) applies for 8 Days Tour.
Additional Charges for other nationalities, Malaysian/Indonesian of $150 per pax applies.

